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Abstract. We show that an attribute system can be trapslated (in a c1ertai.r way! into a recursive 
program scheme if and only if it is strmgly noncircular. This prloperty ‘intro !uceti by Kennedy and 
Warren [20] is decidable in pollynomial time. We obtain an algorithm to lecidc thr. equivalence 
problem for purely synthesized attricute systems. 
1. 1ut;;roduction 
Attribute grammars have belen introduced by Knuth [2l.] as a generalization of 
syntax-directed translations. The main use is to formalize the semantics of pro- 
gramming languages, the syntax of which is defined by contest-free: grammars. 
Applications to compiler construction and proof of compiler corrc:t.ness have been 
developed in many works in particular by Chirica [2], Fang [12] and Lorho [:r3]. 
We shall follow the view point of Chirica and Martin [S] (which differs from that of 
[21]), according to whom an attribute system is a mezans to associate functions to 
derivation trees of context-free grammars. 
In order to study the definitional power of attribute systems in tlhe framework of 
program schemes rather than in that of language theory (as in [7] and [9]), we 
‘translate’ attribute systems into systems of recursive definitions. The recursively 
defined functions have arguments of two types: one argument of type ‘derivatiion 
tree’ and several a.:guments (corresponding to the inherited att&utes‘! of type ‘value 
of attributes’. The recursion is ‘on the structure of derivation trees and we call these 
recursive schemes primitive recursive schemes with parameters. 
Let u.s recall that all practical applications of attriblute grammars require the 
attribute systems to be noncircular. An algorithm to check the non-circularity of a 
given system has been given by Knuth [21,22] and showpP by Jazayeri et a:. [ 171 to be 
intrinsically exponential. 
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We define a property called strong noncircdarity , already known from [20], which 
is decidable in polynomial time and expresses a certain uniformity in thle order in 
which the various attributes must be computed. We think that this property is 
satisfied for most attribute systems arising in the applications (and in particular in 
compiler construction), In the present paper, we prove that this property is a 
necessary and suficient condition for our translntion of an attribute systerr into a 
recursive scheme to work. As an application, we show that the equivalence problem 
for purely synthesized attribute systems is decidable. 
Definitions and notations concerning attribute grammars have been remodeled iri 
favour of conceptual clarity and (relative) ease of formal treatment. In particular we 
follow [ 131 in what concerns derivation trees of context-free grammars. They are 
defined as the elements of the Initial heterogeneous algebra for some signature 
associated with the underlying grammar. More rletails will be given in Section 2. 
An attribute is a name. Semantic rules are given which associate with every 
attribute a I and every derivation tree t a partial mapping a (t) from O(t), the set of 
nodes of t, into Da the set of possible values of aitribute a. With each attribute a we 
associate aset *llr;a ofnonterminals of the grammar. The mapping a(t) will be defined 
at 3 node u of t if and only if the sort of u, i.e. the nonterminal of the left-hand side of 
the production rule labelling u in t, is in &a. 
This way of specifying the domain of a(t) comes from [21] and [3] but alternative 
ways may be worthy of consideration (see example (5.12)). 
We now represent our construction for the basic example of [21] also used in [3]. 
(The reader :is assumed to know the basic definitions concerning attribute grammars.) 
IA Example. We consider a context-free grammar G which defines rational 
numbers in ‘binary notation. Its terminal alphabet is (0, 1 . } and the symbols it, I,, 
[2, bO, 61 are names given to the production rules, given as follows: 
il:N+L*L b&3+0 
11 :L-,LB 61:B*1 
The nonterminal N generates binary representations of numbers of the form i2-’ 
for nonnegative integers i and j_ 
Derivation trees will be defined as in [ 131. Far instance, the word 101 l 0110 has a 
derivation tree to shown in Fig. 1.1(a). Such a tree will also be denoted as a term, i.e. 
by ~U1MMW~ 60)~ W, h(h(M~2(~0)~ hA h), bob 
The ‘traditional derivation tree is shown in Fig. 1.1(b). Nodes of trees are 
represented1 in Dewey notation with E (the empty word) for the root, 1 and 2 for the 
two successors of the root, etc. . . , so that the set of nodes of to is 
0’(&))“{&, l,ll, lll,llll, 112,12,2,x1,. . .}. 
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Fig. 1.1 
With help of the semantic rules shown in Table 1.2, the value u of a word w of 
L(G, N) can be defined as the value of the N-tree whlich is its derivation tree. (For any 
non-terminal S, an S-tree is a derivation tree the root of which is labelled by a 
production of the form S + m.) 
We now present our construction on this example. 
Fcr an N-tree t, i.e. a tree of the form n(tl, fz), the value o4 v at itts root will be 
defined as (P,,,&). 
For an L-tree r, i.e. a tree of the two possible forms /&I, tz) or 12(;6$, the attribute d 
will be defined at its root as a function qpd,~ of t. 
‘I%(? value O~;Y at the rood oft will be expressed as a fwctim oft and of the valw of s at 
its mot. 
Table 1.2 
Production rules Semantic rules for 
synthesized attributes 
Semantic rules for 
inherited attributes 
n N+L1-Lf v(N) = v(L1) -I- vCL2) (1) s(LJ = 1 (2) 
s(JL> = -wzr (3) 
11 L+L1B u(L) = v(L1) + v(B) (4) s(L*) := s(L) + 1 (6) 
d(L) = d(L1) + 1 (5) s(B) = s(L) (7) 
(2 L+B v(L) = v(B) 
d(L) = 1 
(8) 
(9) 
s(B) =I s(L) (10) 
bo 
61 
B+O v(B) = 0 (11) 
B+l u(B)=2fs(B) (12) 
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Hence, we shall have 
4w_~hfhr f2)2 = ~c,l.L(fl) + 1 (using (5 )) 
%.LU:Z(f* ,) = 1. (using (9)) 
cpC,r.(Mr,, t2L s) := (pc.Lk, s + 1) -I- Lp,,&, s) lu+g (4 I)9 (6) and (7)) 
(PIJ.LU2Ulh s) = <PC,.&, s) (using (8) and (10)) 
%,B(bOr s) = 0 (using (1 1)) 
(Po.B(blr s) = 2” (using (22)). 
Finally, by using (I), (2) and (3) one gets: 
Note in particular how the last equation has been obtained: 
The value of s at the root of tl is specified as P by semantic rule (2). This value 
appears as the second argument 01: q:9.L in the term q,Jtl, 1) which denotes the value 
of v at the root of tl. 
The value of s at the root of t2 is defined as minus the value of d at the root of tZ_ 
I-Ience -cp& f2) is the second argument of (P~,~ in qv,L( t2, -p&tZ)) which denoted 
the value of v at the root of f2. 
The main relc;ult of this paper is a generalization of this construction and an exact 
characterization of the recursive schemes that can be obtained in this way. 
The paper is organised as follows: 
The basic definitions corFserning trees are give:: in Section 2. We define attribute 
grammars in Section 3 and recall the corr,cept of strong noncircularity and give a 
polynomial algorithm to decide it. We define primitive recursive schemes with and 
without parameters and relate these two classes in Section 4. The construction of a 
primitive recursive scheme associated wi:h a strongly noncircular attribute system is 
@en in %:&ion 5 and the recursive schemes associated with attribute systems in this 
-Nay are characterized. The equivalence problem for purely synthesized attribute 
systems is shown to be decidable in Section 6. 
Sections I, 2,3,4 form the present first part. Sections 5 and 6 will be found in part 
two, to be published in the next issue. 
2. Trees 
We shall use heterogeneous (or many-sorted) algebras (Birkhoff and Lipson Cl]). 
In order to follow the terminology used in other works of the first author we shall call 
them hetmgeneous magmas. Our trees wit1 be identified with the elements of 
M(P), the initial heterogeneous magma for tome fixed signature P or with terms, 
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well-forme ‘1 with respect to P. Following [I ,3] we shall define the derivation trees of a 
context-free grammar as trees relative to a signature P associated with the grammar. 
The reader may slkip this section until he needs some definition or notation 
concerning trees. 
2,,1. Definitions. Let 9’ be a set of sorts. An %sorpted signature (or simply an 
%signoture) is a set P (of function symbols) given with two mappings: 
ff: P-+9* (cu(p) is called the arity of p in P’), 
CT: P+9’ (a(p)iscalledthesortofpinP). 
The length of ca! (p) is called the rank of p and is denoted by p(p). 
If Q!(P) = E (we denote by E the empty word of any free monoi’d X*) then we say 
that p is a constant or a variable (variables and constants will only be distinguished by 
their use for substitutions). 
Let now P be an %signature. We define an heterogerzeous P-magma as an object: 
where I’M, is a *set, the carrier of sort s, and pm a total mapping: 
M-s,x*-xM~n +M,wherea(p)=s, . . . sn a.ndc(p)=s. 
Unless otherwise specified, all magmas considered in the sequel will be hetero- 
geneous. 
Homomorphisms of P-magmas and initial P-magmas can be defined in alI obvious 
way (we omit the formal definitions; see [13]). 
Let X be an Y-sorted set of variables (i.e. each x in X has arii,y E and a sort O-(X) in 
9); one can also define the free P-magmas generated by X. Initial and free magmas 
are unique up to isomorphism hence we shall talk about the initial P-magma and the 
free P-magma generated by X. They will be identified with sets of terms, ‘well-typed’ 
with respect to sorts and a, A ..) 45 .riCh Terms will be written with commas and parentheses. 
See Example 1.1. They will also be identified with trezs in a well-known IBanner. 
The words tree and te:rm will be synonymous in this palmer, and will refer to 
elements of somte free magma. We shall denote by M(P, X), the carrier of sort s of 
M(P, X) and similar!:; for M(P),. Its elements will be called s-trees or s-terms. 
An s-term t in M(P), is thought as denoting a value tM in any P-magma &I. In fact 
tM = evai&) where evalM denotes the unique homomorphism: M(P) -* 
an s-term t .in M(P, {xl, . = . , xk}‘) is thought as denoting a function: M,c,,, ‘,:: + l l X 
ikz a(xk) + MS calleld a derived operator and denoted by tM or derop&) when we 
want to emphasize the existence of a unique homomolrphism 
d4XOpM: bf(P, ‘[Xl, . m . , X/c)>, + [M,rxl, x ’ ’ l x A4&p hf..] (see Section 4 for more 
details: we denote by [D -+ D’] the set of total mappings from D to D’ for sets dp 
and D’). 
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2.2. Remarks. We shall now compare trees written with an %signature with trees 
written with the underlying ranked alphabet. 
When considering an Y-signature P, we can forget the sorts and obtain a ranked 
alphabet (equivalently a one-sort-signature) denoted by ii; an Y-sorted set of 
variables X will be considered as unsorted. We can define A@, X), the free 
(homogebtcQusE p-magma generated by 1Y, identified to a set of terms or a set of trees 
too. How can it be compared with M(P, X)? 
Cle4y, bf (P, X), C_ hf(E# X) for all s E 9, and more precisely, M(P, X), is a 
rational subset of M(p, X) if P and X are fhlite (see Engelfriet [S]). 
2.3. Definitions and notations concerning trees 
LTt P be a fixed %signature. By tree we mean an element of M(P), for some s in 9. 
For any integer n, we let [n] denote {1,2, . . . , n} if n a 1 and 0 if n s 0. Let 
N, = (1,2,3, . . . }. The nodes of a tree t will be represented in Dewey notation by 
words in NT (actually [no]* if no = sup(p( p) 1 p E P} is finite). We denote by O(t) the set 
of nodes of 3 tree t. In an obvious way, we define, for p in P, O( p, t) as the set of nodes 
which are occurrences of p. For the tree to of Fig. l.l(a) we obtain 
Oh td = (~1, 
B(11, fi)={l, !%, 2,,21,211), 
0(2~, to) = (111,211 l), etc. 
Clearly O(t) = (J{Q( p, t) Ip E P). Ever:4 node u in t is an occurrence of a unique 
element p of P. We define the sort of u (and denote it by C(U)) as the sort of that 
element 3 and the sort of 1’ (denoted by a(t)) as the sort of its root. 
We dcnatz by ItI the cardinality of O(t) and by ltlp the cardinality of 0( p, t). 
JL& ct be a node in t. We denote by t/u the subtree of t issued from u. Using once 
again Example 1.1: to/21 = Zi(Zr(Z&J, br), br). 
Let us now consiider t ees in M(P, X) where X is an %sorted set of variables, i.e. a 
set of symbols of rank 0 (equivalently of arity e), each of them having a sort in 9. 
(Note that A@, X), = M(P u X), for all s in 9). If t is in M(P, X), we denote by 
Var&) the set of variables of X having at least one occurrence in t. We say that t is 
linear in X if I ttl C 1 for all x in X. 
We shall n-3w use variables to define substitutions. Let t be in MP, X) and 
A:19 I . a , xk be distinct variables in X. 
Let t I,, . . . , tk be in .M(P, X) and cr(ti) = a&) for i = La,. . . , k. We denote by 
WXl~ ’ l * 9 t&k] the result of the simultaneous ubstitution of ti for each occur- 
rence of vi in t for all i in [k]. We shall sometimes abbreviate t[tl/xl, . . . , tk/&] into 
t[f* , I* . . , t,in 1. 
Let T be a subset of M(P, X). We shall denote by P( Tj the set of terms the form 
PO1 , . . . , tn) for some p in P and some tl, . . . , tn in T (such that p(tl, . . *, t& 
M(P, X) i.e. such that a(tl) . . . (r&J = a(p)). We shall denote by M(P, T) (with a 
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slight ambiguity) the set of terms of the form 
Slfl!Vl, l l l 9 t,lv,l 
for some s in &f(P, {VI, . . . , v,}) linear in {VI, . . . , v,} and some elements tl, . . . , tn of 
2” of proper sort. Equivalently “let u be in M(P, a) . . . ” will also be phrased: “let u 
be of the form: 
a1 9’,*9 t,l 
for some linear P-ter fn s 
for some tl, . . . , tn in ‘P. 
This latter formulation avoid!; an explicit mention of the (irrelevant) variables 
01 9***9 vn. Note that T c M(P, T) c M(P, X). We borrow from Chirica and Martin 
the following concept of structural induction: 
2.4. Definition. Let Q be an Z&indexed family of predicates Q = (Q&y where Q1: 
is a unary predicate on M(P),. We say that the property: 
Vs E 9, Vt E M(P),, Q,(t) (‘1) 
is provable by structural induction if properties (2) and (3) below are both provable: 
Vs E sp, VP E P(J), U(P) (2) 
VSl, . . . , s,1, s E x wp E P(s*...s,,s), Vh E wms,, l ’ l 9 ‘db E Mn”, 
Q,,(h) and . . . and Qs,k>*QsWl, l 9 l , LH (3) 
where P(w,S) = (p E P ] a(p) = w, a(p) = s}. 
It is easy to show that a property is true if it is provable by structural induction (an 
elegant proof is given in [3, Theorem 6.5, p. 231). 
2.5. Deriva tisn trees 
We recall from [ 131 the definition of derivation trees of context-free grammairs in 
terms of initial heterogeneous nnagmas. 
Let G be a context-free grammar with non-terminal alphabet N, terminal alphabet 
T, set P of production rules and axiom S(O). As usual we denote by L(G, S) the 
language generated by G from a nonterminal S and L(G) = L(G, S”“) is the 
language generated by G. In order to define derivation trees, we take N 
sorts. Each production rule of P is denoted by a symSo1, say p (or 4, r, ipl, ~2, 
is of the form 
5w4&24& . . * u,-,S,U, 
forS,& ,..., S,inNanduo,ul ,..., un in T”, then we give to p the arity S1 S2 . . . S,!, 
as set of 
‘; If p’ . #. ,* 
(0 
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and the sort !i. Hence P is now an N-signature. We define the set of S-derivation trees 
of G’ as M(P)s and the set of derivation trees of G as M(P) = u{M(P)s [ S E Nj. 
La now 3’ = (( T*)seNj PT) tpe the (heterogeneous) P-magma where, for p of the 
form (1) above: 
for all x1, x2,. . . R xbl in T*. men, the canonical homomorphism evaIT: M(P) + T 
maps a derivation tree t to the word x in 7’” of which it is a derivation tree in the usual 
sense, Note that k’!%? grammar G is ambiguous if evaIT is not inject&e. 
Let us final& ~CTT~ out that every %sorted alphabet can be considered as the set of 
production_ rules cf a context-free grammar w.&h 9’ as set of nonterminal symbols. 
2.6. Remarlk. It may happen that M’(Pjs = 0 even if P is not empty: take for instance 
P={p}with ar(~$=:s anda(p)=s. 
When considering an N-sorted signature P, associated with a context-free gram- 
mar, we shall always assume that M(P)s # 0 for all S in N, i.e. that the grammar is 
reduced (k(G, S) f 0 for all S in JV). 
Note that M(P, X), always contains X, = {x E X 1 u(x) = s}. 
3. Preliminaries concerning attribute grammars 
This sectioni is devoted to the basic definitions concerning attribute grammars. 
Our notations differ from those of [2IJ or [3] but our definition is essentially that 
of [33. We shall also recall and compare various strengthenings of the concllition of 
noncircularity. 
3,L Definitions. An attribute grammm is a triple (G, Ir, IN consisting of: 
(1) a context-free grammar G with set JV’ of nonterminals and set P of production 
ruies considered as an .,&sorted signa iure; 
(2) an attribute system r of type (P9 F) (defined below) for some &-sorted 
signature F; 
(3) an interpretation D, i.e. an F-magma. 
_4n attribute sysknr 1” of type CP, F) (where P acd F are N and d-sorted signatures 
respectively) consists of the following items 
(i) A finite set A of symbols called attributes, which is thr: disjoint union of A(‘), 
the set of synthesized attributes, and A”) the set of inherited attributes. Each attribute 
a has a sort Q in &. For each d in A, a subset JV~ of JV is given. For euch S in N we 
denote by At’ the set (62 E A”) 1 S E ,n/;,} and similarly for A:’ and As. 
(ii) For each p In Ps a set rp of semantic ruks in the form of a set of equation:; 
satisfying the following conditions: 
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@x) for a!1 Q in A ‘i&) there exist in I’,, one and only one semantic rule defining I~ (F) 
i.e, with. leh:-hand side a (E); it is of the form: 
a(&) = S[ . . . , P(E), . . * , b”‘(Z(j)), . . . ] (3,l.l) 
where 
- for all i = 1, . . . , io, P) is an inherited attribute and z “) E A$),,!, 
-for allj= l,, . . ,jo, b”’ is a synthesized attribute, i(i:: 3 [n] and b!” E A$‘,i, (where 
we assume that a(p) = S& l 9 l S,J, 
-s is an element of M(F., (u1, . . . , vi,+jJ), Vi is a variable of sort 2”) if 1 5 f S ia arid of 
sort b (i-i,) il i. + 1 GGo+jo.Ands[tl,. . . , tio+io] denotes s[tl/~l e . . r , tio+~c,/vic,+i,,]a 
(p) for all k in [n] and all y in A$h,’ there exists one and only one semantic rule in rp 
defining y(k); it is of the form 
yj k) = s[ . e . , Z(~)(E), . . . , b’“(Z(jj), . . . ] (3.1.2) 
where s, z(‘), b”’ are exactly as in (3.1.1). 
3.2. Example. Let us write down in our way the attribute system of Example 1.1, 
i.e. the basic example of [21]. Production and semantic rules are written in the way of 
[21] on thl: right of each line. 
Production rule n : IV + L l L 
&man tic rules: 
V(E) = v(l)+v(2) 
s(l) = 1 
s(2) = -d(2j 
Production rule 11: L + LB 
Semantic rules: 
V(E) = v(l)+v(2) 
d(e) = d(lj + 1 
s(lj=~(E)+l 
s(2j = S(E) 
N+L,+Lz 
dN)=G41)+W2) 
s(L1)= 1 
452) = -d(L2j 
L+LIB 
v(L)=v(LI)+v(B) 
d(L) = d(L1) + 1 
s(L1) = s(L) + 1 
s(B) = s(L) 
Writing the other rules is left to the reader. 
Conventim. In the sequel we shall use letters {a, 6, c, a’, . . . ) to denote attributes of 
both kind and we shall reserve letters {y, z, z’, . . . ) to denote inherited attributes. 
The signature P expresses the compatibility between a grammar G 
and an a!.tribute system I’. The signature F expresses the compatibility between an 
attribute system r 2nd an interpretation 3. 
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In the sequel we shall neglect grammars and focus our attention on attribute 
systems and interpretatiorss. In fact, as in the theory of program schemes, the specific 
properties of interpretations will be irrelevant (at least in the present paper). 
3.4. C0mputatio.n of attribute values 
Let r be an attribute system of type (P, F) and D be an F-interpretation. 
Let t be an element of M(P) (i.e. a ‘derivation tree’) such that Ab:‘,, = Q) i.e. such 
that no inherited attribute has to be defiled at its root (this restriction will be lifted 
later). With each attribute a we shall associate a partial function aD(t) : O(t)+Da 
with domain {u E O’(t) 1 a E: A,~,j}. T o simplify the notations, we shall let D and t be. 
fixed and write a(u) instead of aD( t)(u) for u in O(t). 
Let us introduce the set of unknowns 
W(t)={a(b:J(fd d(t), CE ARN,,,} 
and the system K(t) to be solved in D,, constructed as follows: 
For each p in P, for each w in b(p, t) one derives from _& the following equations: 
a(u) = sl: . . . , i?‘(u), . . l , b”‘Mj)), . . l 1 (3.4.1) 
for each semantic rule of the form (X1.1), and 
y Cuk) = s[ . s . , Z(~)(U), . . . , b”‘(ul( j)), . . . ] (3.4.2) 
for each semantic rule of the form (3-1.2). 
Hence K(t) is a system of equations which defines the various eie=l-zczts of W(t) in 
terms of the others. 
We shall restrict our attention to noncircular systems. 
In order to study the (possible) circularity we introduce a binary relation on W(t) 
denoted +c (tile subscript  will be frequently omitted) and defined as follows: 
w +c w’, read w calls w’ in K(t), if w’ occurs in the right-hand side of an equation 
defining w. (Hence w’ has to be computed before w.) 
The system K(t) is noncircular if w + r w for no w in W(t). An attribute system r is 
noncircular if K(t) is noncircular for all t in M(P). This proptrty can be decided by an 
intrinsically exponential algorithm. See [Zl, 22, 24, 17, 181. 
Fact 1. If Ab:‘,, = 8 and K(t) is noncirculw, then K(t) has one ,und only one solution. 
?&et& of proof. The relation w + r w ’ is a partial order. The various unknow y:s can 
be computed in a unique way starting from the largest ones with respect o 4:. 
Let us now assume that Ab:‘,, # 0. Every unknown in WI(t) = 
W(t) - {Y(E) 1 y E A$,,} is defined by some equation. The unknowns y(e) for y E A$$) 
are not defined by any equation in K(t) and can be considered as parameters. 
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Fact 2. Let t be such thiat K (t) is ~szoncircular. For every assignment v of values in D to 
the parameter; such that Y(y (e jj E D, for all y in A$$,, the system K (t j has a unique 
solution. 
Proof. Same as for Fact 1. 
Furthermore, the solution of K(t) can be computed formally, i.e. in M(F) if 
Aa:t; = ai and in M(F, yl, . . . , ykj if A$‘/,, = (~1, . . . , yk) (WS replace yi(Ej by yij* The 
solution in I) can be obtained by application of the canonical homomorphism 43 
(or deropDj to the, formal solution. Hence we have the following: 
3.5. Proposition. Let r be an attribute system of type (P, F) and H) be on 
F-interpretation. Let t be a tree in r(P) such that K(t) is noncircular and A$‘,, = 
{Yl, . . . , Ykh 
(I) Every attribute a defines a partial mapping 
UD(1.j : O(t) -, [.& x ’ ’ l x LB,, +&I 
with domain (u E O(t) 1 a(u j E Ss,). 
(2) This m,apping factors as deropD0 aF(tj for some partial mapping 
where deropD is the canonical homomorphism : M (F, (y 1, . . a’~ 9 + * 9 )I&:. 
[D,,x~~,xm.*xD,,-*D,1. 
3.6. IRemarks. Part (2) shows that aD does not depend very much on D. :[n fact, we 
shall concentrate our attention on attribute systems. Attribute systems can be 
considered with respect to attribute grammars as program schemes with respect tc:, 
programs. 
It is well known that the value of a synthesized attribute at a node depends on: 
- the subtree issued from that node, 
- the values of inherited attributes defined at that node. 
Intuitively, inherited attributes convey information from the outside to the inside of 
that subtree. 
3,7. Notation. In the present paper we shall concentrate our attention on the 
functions (9 $i defined as At. au(t)& j : M(P), + [D,, x l l l x D,, + Da] for all !P’ in .v 
and a in A$“. 
We shall also consider the functions q&T, defined as kt . a&)(E) :ILf(P)s -* 
ME 0~1,. . * 5 yk}), related to &yi by 
(9 .‘I h”‘i’ = &rop~ c. q2 ;r; 
(with the notations of Proposition (3.5 j. The same notation wi,ll be used with a slightly 
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different meaning in the special case of strongly noncircular attribute systems (see 
(3.23)). 
3.8. Definition, Let 1” and r’ be two attribute systems of type (P, F), let S E N, 
a E A:’ and a’ E A?) such that a = u’. Let us assume that A$” is ordered in a fixed 
wayasasC;yu~rr~eyl,. . .  yk. Let us assume the same for Agh’ ordered as a sequence 
Y; ,‘.‘9 Y; of same length, such that y, = y : for alt i in [k]. 
We shall say that (I’, II) and (r’, a’) are equivalent in ID if (pL!i and ~~~$ are the 
same functions: IK[P)s 3 [DY, X l 1 l x D,,, + D,]. They are equivaknt if they are 
equivalent in all D,. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that yi = y: for all i E [k] (otherwise, 
rename the inherited attribute of g’ appropriately). Then, we obtain, exactly as for 
program schemes: 
3.9. Proposition. (r, a) and (r’, a’) ure equivalent if and only if they are equivalent in 
the free interpretation, i.e. if and only if &$ = cpLT,k. 
We are immediately faced with open problems: 
3.10. Problems. (1) Is the equivalence of attribute systems decidable? 
(2) Characterize the mappings cpL:i as tree transductions. 
Answers will be given later for purely synthesized systems as a corollary of the 
constructions of Section 5 below. See 19, lo] for answers to problem 2. 
Let us now go back to the functions aB3(t)(e j. It should be noted that a&t)(&) does 
n3t depend in general on all the inherited attributes defined’at the root of the tree. 
And this re,mark separates our work from Chirica and Martin’s one [3]. Except 
i;tformally at the end of their paper, they do as if the synthesized attributes at the root 
of a tree depencled on ali the inherited attributes at the same node. This introduces 
‘artificial’ circularities. Hence they need a fixpoint operator in order to compute the 
various uD(t)(e) by induction on the structure of t. We shall not need it. As a 
counterpart, heir construction does not depend on the non ci:culari:y of the attribute 
system. On the contrary, our construction will depend ‘strongly. ~0 non&cularity 
assumptions. It will be applicable only to strongly noncirck’ar attribute systems 
defined below. 
Hence, as many people working on attribute grammars we shall put restrictions on 
the original definition. 
This ‘necessity’ can be explained as follows. 
The exponential complexity of the noncircularity test shows the combinatorial 
complexity of the family of systems K(t) that can be associated with an attribute 
grammar. But the attribute grammars that are constructed to prove the result are 
tery far +‘rom the attribute grammars arising in practice. Hence it is reasonable to 
dclimitate a subclass large enough for practical applications but ‘less complex’. 
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This has been done by many authors by means of stronger conditions thlan the 
noncircularity. We onlly recall some of these conditions which are closely rel’ated to 
our strong noncircularity. A more comprehensive survey can be found in Kastens 
[19, p. 2421. But in order to give precise definitions we need some more 
3.11, Ntrtations and definitions. (1) Let p be a symbol of F of arity S& . . . Sn and of 
sort S; let W&)=={a(i)ll si<n,a~As}, W@)={a(e)‘jaEAs} and ‘W(p)= 
W,(p) u WO( p). 3% define on W(p) a binary relation denoted + P by: 
w ++’ if and only if IV’ occurs in the right-hand side of a semantic rule of fP 
defining w. 
(2) An argurnen t selector is a mapping y : A”) x N + P(Ai”‘) such that 
if a EAR), 
otherwise. 
We order argument selectors by defining: 
y c y’ if and only if y(a, S) c $(a, S) for all a in A@) and S in N. 
(3) With any argument selector y we associate a binary relation +,,, on W,(y) for 
all p in P definedi by: 
w a,, w’ if and only if w = a ii), IV’ = y(i) and y E ?(a, Si) for some i in [n], some a in 
A$ and some y in A:‘. 
We shall denote by + P,y the relation +P u +,, on WI(p) (not on W(p)). 
3.12. Definition. An attribute system r is strongly noncircular if there exists an 
argument selectfor y satisfying the following properties: 
(1) y is clbsea!, i.e. for all p in F of arity Sl . . . Sn and of sort S, for all y in Aih’ and a 
in .,4$‘: 
if a(c)+py(&) or &)‘*p~+p*,,,w’+~y(~) for some w, w’ in W&I), then YE. 
r(a, S). 
(2) y is noncircular, i.e. for all p in P as in (l), the relation -Q,~ has no cycle, i.e. 
there exist no w in WI(p) such that w + iY w. 
(This work being essentially finished, we have discovered by reading [19] that our 
condition of strong noncircularity had been already introduced in [20] under the 
name of absolute noncircularity. Yet another similar condition has been introduced in 
[25], defining the class of benign attribute systems; see below). 
Let us proceed by exploring properties of argument selectors 
3.13. Proposition,, Let I’be an attribute system and y be a cl”osed argument sekctor. 
Then for all t in M(P)s, all y in A $“, alk a in A$“ if o(E)&(e), then y E y(a, S). 
Proof. By induction on the integer n such that a (E )-4 1 y (F ). The: detazls are left to 
the reader. 
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The set of inherited attributes upon which a synthesized attribute depends can be 
defined as follows. 
3.14. Definitions, Let a be a synthesized attribute, let y be inherited and S belong to 
JY4 n&l. 
We say that a may call y at S, if a(e)+: Y(E) for some t in M(P)s. 
Let CALL( a, S) denote the set of inherited attributes that a may call at S. (This set 
can be computed by the noncircularity tests of [22] and [24]). Note that for all t in 
MP)s, @(f)(E) belongs to M(F’, CALL(a, S)). And aD(t)(e) can be considered as a 
mapping: D,(lj x l l l X Dy(m~ + Da where CALL(a, S) = {y(l), . . . , y ‘“‘}. 
Proposition (3.13) has an immediate consequence: if there exists for r a closed 
argument selector y then 
CALL@, S) c r(a, S) 
fPi all S in N, all a in /I g’. This inclusion may be strict evlen for a strongly noncircular 
system. See Example 3.20 below. 
But before considering program schemes we recall the definitions of some related 
subclasses of attribute systems. 
3.15. Definidion. An attribute system I- is benign ([25]) if CALL is noncircular (as 
an argument selector). 
An attribute system r is ordered ([N]) if it is noncircular and if there exists a family 
(6&~ where 8s is a partial order on As such that, for all tree t in M(P), for all 
occurrence u in t, if a (u) 3 T b(u) then be a(u (This is not aiztually the exact 
definition; see also Engelfriet and File [26].) 
This means that if a and b are two distinct attributes at a node u of sort S in t and if 
a&b, then a may be evaluated before b (otherwise a (u) + F b (u ) and b&a hence 
a =b). 
The following :wo theorems precise the relations between these various 
definitions: 
heorenmr. For an attribute system: 
(i) ordered implies strongly noncircular, 
(ii) strongly noncircula r implies benign, 
(iii) benign implies noncircular. 
All these implications are strict. 
3. .Deciding whether an! attribute system is ordered or strongly noncir- 
cuiar can be done in polynomial time; deciding whether it is benign or noncircular 
requires exponential time. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.16. (i) See [ 191. 
(ii) Let y be a closed noncircular argument selector, Then CALL@, S) E ?~(a, S) 
hence 3 p,CALL z +p,y and CALL is noncircular if y is. 
(iii) Let r be stit_Tgly noncircular and let y be some noncirculzr argument selector 
y such that CALL c ‘y. Let us assume that r has a circularity, namely w + c w for 
some t in M(P) and some w in w(t). Among all nodes of d concerned by this cycle, let 
us select the closest ones to the root (i.e. those having a shortest Dewey represen- 
tation); let ul, ~2,. . . , u,,, be the sequence of these nodes. Without loss of generality, 
the cycle can be written a&4+&2~(24~)4+~ l *j+arn(um)~+arnc~(uw,-~*) - aa( 
Remark that ~1,. . . , un must be among the successors of a single nodh: u. In other 
words, there exists u and an element p of P occurring at u (let us assume that 
cu(p) = s1s2 . . .S,)andforalli=!,..., m + 1 there exists an integer I(k) in [p1] such 
that ui = u&i). 
We shall now show the existence of a cycle for +,p,y. For all i = 1, . . . , m two CB s_;‘T 
may happen: 
(9 ai(d(i)) + bl(~t*l) + bz(uvz) + l l l + bk(uvk) + ai+l(ul(i + a)) 
for some bl, . . . , bk in A anc:i some VI, 212, . . . , uk of length greater than 1. We haVe 
necessarily Z(i) = Z(i + 1) and ai+l E CALL(ai, S/(i))* Since t2d.L E T, Qi+l E 
y(ai, Slci>) and ai(Z(i))+,ai+l(l(i +1)). 
(ii) ai(uZ(i)) +rai+l(uZ(i + 1)) hence ai(l(i)) -*pai+l(l(i + 1)). 
Finally, if m # 0, we get a cycle for +p,y 
Otherwise, if m = 0, we have 
as in case (i) above but a&&-rbl(ulvl) implies that al is synthesizei and 
bk(uIvk)+,aI(ul) that cal is inherited. This is impossible. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1%. The exponentiality of any algorithm deciding the noncir- 
cularity has been proved in [17] md [IS]. The proof of [l$] can easily be adapted to 
show that any algorithm deciding whether an attribu:? system is benign is exponen- 
tial in time. (We thank P. Derlasl., ,;-i for this remark). 
A polynonnial algorithm deciding whether an attribute system is ordered has been 
given in [19], see also [26]. 
We can obtain a similar result for the strong noncircularity with Mp of the 
following proposition: 
3.1 Forevery attribute system rthere exists a minimrzlr:lo!Seki&Irgllrne~t 
selector yo. The system I% strongly noncircular if and only if yO is lzon circukr. 
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Proof. The existence of yo is an obvious consequence ofDefinition 3.12( 1). Hence r 
is strongly noncircular if yo is noncircular. Conversely, let r be strongly noncircular 
and y be some closed noncircular argument selector. Then yo E y. Hence +P,YO z +P,y 
and -+P.YO has no cycle if -Q,~ has none. Hence yo is noncircular. 
We can now give a polynomial algorithm which decides whether an attribute 
system is stron&y noncircular. 
For the purpose of this algorithm we consider an argument selector y as a set of 
triples: 
R=={(y,a,S)IyEy(a,S))sAxAxJV: 
The argument selector corresponding to such a set will be denoted by y(R). 
Computatioti oj yo. 
1. Set Ro=0, 
2. For at1 i 2 1 compute: 
Rj r= Rl-l u {(y, a, S) 1 there exists p in P of sort S, 
such that y E Ap’, a E At’ and a(e) +F,Y(Ri_II y(e)}. 
3. Stop as soon as Ri =Ri-1. 
4. The result is yo = y(Ri). 
(By a(4+ h2i_10W we mean a(4+py(e) or a(d+pw 4~~(Ri-1)M”4py(E) for 
some w, w’ in Wl( p)). The algorithm terminates with i < IACh)l x lA’“‘I x INI. Each 
computation of Ri in function of Ri--1 requires to check at most IA’“‘1 x !A’“‘I x 1~1 
paths in an oriented graph with at most CPcP IA i x (p(p) + 1) vertices. Hence the time 
complexity is polynomial in IAI, INI and IlPll if we define IlPll as C, (p(p) + 1). 
Having computed yo, we only have to check its non circularity, which can also be 
done in ~!olynomial time. 
3.19. Remarks. This algorithm is similar to Knuth’s first algorithm [21], which does 
not check the noncircularity but a property very close to our strong noncircularity. 
The algorithm of [21] is polynomial as opposed to the algorithm of [22]. ,See also 
WI . 
We now give two examples. First an attribute system which is weakly non circular, 
that is noncircular without being strongly noncircular. Secondly a strongly non- 
circul;rr system such that the argument selector CALL is not closed. 
3.20. Examples. (1) L,et N= {S, T}, A(‘)- - {a, 6, c}, A’h’ = {u, y, z}. Rather that 
writing down semantic rules, we draw ‘dependence graphs’ associated with the 
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three productions 
S+T 
T4 
T-,1 
of our underlying grammar. 
An arrow a + a’ means “a is necessary to the computation of a”‘; an arrow @--+ u
means “a needs nothing to be computed”. Our graphs are shown in Fig. 3. H . 
Fig. 3.1 
To check the noncircularity, we have only two derivation trees to conkder. Ler us 
represent them with the associated dependencies between attributes as in Fig. 3 2. 
I 1 
Fig. 3.2 
None of them does contain any cycle hence r is noncircular. Let us how compute 
yo, following the algorithm of Theorem 3.1’7. 
Ro=0 
RI = ((2, G T), (y, b, T)) 
R2 = RI J {(u!, a, S)} 
R3 4 R2> 
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But yo is circular. Just look at the first production rule (call it p): 
Hence r is weakly noncircular. Yqote that CALL@, S) = 0 but u E ~~(4, S). 
(2) Let us now modifiy slightly r by deleting the arrow c + y in the first graph of 
Fig. 3.2. Then the new system is a fortiori noncircular. It is easy to check that yO 
remains unchanged, but this time, ~0 is noncircular. Xence the new system (call it r’) 
is strongly noncircular. Note that 0 = CALL@, S) yo(a, S) = {u}. 
We now present very simple conditions insuring automatically the strong non- 
circularity. 
3.21. Definitions. An attribute system F is purely synthesized if Ath) = 0. 
An attribute: system r is nonnested if inherited attributes are defined only in terms 
of inherited attributes. In other words any semantic rule defining an inherited 
attribute, as (3.1.2) in the general case, must be of the form: 
for some linear F-term s 
for some inherited attributes z(l), . . . , z(l). 
It is clear that a purely synthesized system is nonnested. 
3.22. Proposition. Any nonnested attribute system, hence in particular any purely 
synthesi’zed system is strongly noncircular. 
Proof. Let r’ be nonnested. Let y be the argument selector defined by ~(a, S) = ALh’. 
It is obviously closed. 
Let us consider a sequence in W(p) of the form: 
w1 +P,Y w2+p,yw3 -+‘p,? l ’ ’ ap,? W,,,. 
It may be either a(E)+yy(e) for some a in A(” and y in Alh’ or 
44*pMi) +p.vycj) apz (E ) for some a, b in A(‘), some y, z in A( h), some i, j in [p(p)] 
or is a subsequence of the last one. 
Clearly, there cannot be any cyc,le. Hence y is noncircular. Note that y is not 
necessarily the minimal argument selector. 
We conclude this section by modifying the meaning of the notation & intro- 
duced in (3.7). 
3.23. EiVotation, Let r be a strongly noncircular attribute system and y be some fixed 
noncircular closed argument selector (from now we shal! szy simply that (E, y) is 
strongly noncircular). 
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We shall order each set y(a, S) in a fixed way, as a word in JI’~‘*. Let D be an 
interpretation. For each S in .V and each a in At’ we have denoted by u,:$ the 
mapping: M(& -3 M(F, A~!“‘) such that 
Actually, it takes its values in M(F, CALL@, S)). 
We shall denote by cpL?i the mapping M(P), + [D,J~)x l l l x Dp)+ D,J such 
that 
&:; = dQ.PQ)P~” Q;:;
where deropD is the canonical hamornorphism: 
M(E {y”‘, . . l , yfm’)) + [Dy(l) X l * * X D,gm) -+O,] 
and ~(a, S) = y’“y’2’ . . , ytm). 
Hence we make cpbvi(t) depend on all the arguments in r(a, S) instead of Akh’ 
as in (3.7). 
We shall show in Section S that the mappings ~$2 can be defined by primitive 
recursion, i.e. by induction on the structure of the argument. As a preparation, we 
shah introduce in the next section a family of primitive recursive functions defined on 
the initial heterogeneous magma. 
4. Primitive recuirsiou on trea 
Let M(P) be the initial magma for some N-signature P. We shall define systems of 
mutually recursive functions, definead ctn M(P) ‘b}J induction on the structure’ of 
trees, i.e. by primitive recursion. 
The target domain will be some F-magma, D called the interpretation, for some 
fixed &-signature F’. We shall use a set X of N-sorted variables with countably many 
variables of each sort. 
4.1. Definition. A primitive recursive scheme of type (E’, F) (we shall say a y-r. scheme 
of type (P, F) or a. p.r. scheme) is an object 2 consisting of the following items: 
- a finite (N (J &-signature @called the set of function variables. Each cp in @ has a 
sort in & and an crity in JV (not in N*), 
- for each p in P and each Q in @ of arity a(p), a defining equation &, of the form 
&J(Xl, . l l , x’,)) =S[ - l l 9 Q'bi), l l .I (4.1.1) 
for distinct variables x1, . . . , xn in X, some s in M(F’, V,) SOrintt $‘s in @ and some 
i’s in [n]. This equation defines cp(p(xl, . . . , x,)). Its right-hand side is in 
M(F, @( Vk)). We assume that both hand sides of such an equation are well typed, 
i.e. that the left-hand side belongs to M(P u @, {x1, . . , x,}) and that *the right one 
belongs to M@_J a, {x1. , . . , ix,}). We also assume that CT(Q) = o=(s). 
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An interpretation for a p.r. scheme of type (P, F) is an F-magma D. In particular, 
M(F) is an interpretaiion called the free interpretation. 
Let C be a p.r, scheme as above and D be an interpretation. Let (@)VEG be a family 
of functions * : M(YJ,,~,- 43&). It is a solution of 2 if 
for all tl, . . . ) tn with ti in M(P),txi~ (4.1.2) 
for all equations of the form (4.1.1). 
4.2. Propositiolla. 
preta tions. 
A primitive recursive scheme has a unique solution in all inter- 
This solution will be denoted ((P&+Q, if D is the interpretation. In the case of 
D = M(F) we shall use the notation QF instead of (PM(F). 
Proof. We shall use the existence of a unique homomorphism: M(P) -) M for any 
P-magma M. 
Let lD@C be the P-magma such that, for s in JV: 
(i) (DOCj, = &&)$ &&,y X * - l X %(,$,$ 
where Q:“‘, Q;‘, l . . , I is an enumera.tion of {cp E @ 1 a(Q) = 3). 
(iij With p in P of arity sls2 . . . s,, and of sort s corresponds a mapping pD@z such 
that pm&&, . . . , d,,) = e’ where Ji = (&I, . . . , d& for all i in [n], e’= (el, . . l , ek,); 
and for each all j in [kJ, ej is defined from the equation of C which is of the form:, 
Q;s)(P(h l . . 3 x,)) = r[cpjs~)(xi~), . . . , Qi:‘)(Xi;)] (with r inM(& VI), ii, I . . , ii in [n]), 
by: ei -” rD(dj;,ll, di;,i,, . . . , di;,il). With any family ($J~~@ of functions 
M(P),(,,+ Do(cp) correspond a mapping 8: M(P) + D @z by O(t) = (cp:“‘( t), . . . II 
cpy$‘(t)) (where s = o(t), which preserves the sorts (i.e. 8 maps M(P), into (BBC), 
for all s in N) and conversely. This mapping 0 is a homomorphism if 
and only if (&E a is a solution of Z. Since A4(P) is initial, there exists a unique: 
homomorphism M(P)-, D@C hence a unique solution for C. 
4.3. Remauk. For simplicity in notations, we shall write sets of equations where a 
same variable, say xi, may have dif?erent sorts in two different equations. 
A more rigorous treatment would consist in introducing for each sort s in JV a set of 
varialbks KS = lx:“‘, x:), . . . , :ct), . . . } all of them of sort s. Here we write xi instead 
of X;:? 
Let z md 2’ be two p.r. schemes of the same type (P, F). Let Q E @ and Q’ E G5’ 
(functior. variables of C and C’ respectively) of’ :;ame arity and of same sort. We shz.11 
say that (s, Q) and (Z’, Q’) are equivalent (and we shall use the simplified notaticn 
Q = Q') if QD = ~6 for all interpretation 
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By a standard argument, one gets: 
We shall show in Section 6 that the equivalence of p.r. schemes is decidable. Our 
proof will rest upon (4.4.2). We shall conclude by showing how pF(t) whence (P&) 
can be computed. 
4.5. Primitive recursive schemes as tree rewriting systems 
We can consider a p.r. scheme C as a tree rewriting system by considering evtxy 
equation &cp of the form: 
as a rewriting rule 
Such a rewriting rule can be applied to any tzec of the form cp (p (tl, . . . , t,l )) and yields 
Q(P(h, ’ l l 9 tllbwCfl/Xl, ’ l * 9 tnl&l* 
Whence a binary relation 32 on AZ(F u P u @) (note that F u P LJ @ is a (N u sZ)- 
signature; recall that we assume that Nnd = cd). It can be shown that -2 is confluent 
by Lemma 5 of Huet [15]) and Noetherian. Thus, every element t of M(F u P u G) 
has a unique normal form nfx(t). Furthermore nfz(t) does not contain any occtlr- 
rence of symbols :in @ (in fact nf&t) G M(F)}. Hence 
4.6. Proposition. For alb Q in @ an% all t in M(P)+,,, qF(t) = nf&&)). 
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, it suffices to show that the family of functions (At E 
M(P)&, l nf& W))d is a solution of C in the free interpretation, which is quite 
easy. 
We obtain as an immediate corollary a. characterization of the treetransductions gF 
associated with p.r. schemes. We refer the reader to Engelfriet [8] for all definitions 
concerning tree-transductions. We denote by DT the class of tree-transductkns 
defined by total deterministic top-down finite-state tree transducers. We shall call 
them DT-transductions in the sequel,. 
4.9. Proposition. The class of mappings qF : M(P)S + M(F)a associated with p.r. 
schemes 0-f typz (P, F) is exactly the class DT, 
Proof. Tree rewriting systems similar to the ones associated with p.r. schemes we 
used in Engelfriet [S] to define transductions in a particular nez& ti.3~. The fac:t hat P 
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and F are sorted signatures and, not just rankecl alphabets is not at all a difficulty. The 
details are omitted. 
We shall be interested in the functions (pbps’ w’lhich take their values in function 
spaces of the form [& X l . 9 xD~,,, +DJ. Hence we introduce some more formal- 
ism to dea1 with primitive recursive schemes interpreted in function spaces. TOI do 
so we shall introduce derived signatures essentially borrowed from Damm [6] (see 
also [ \3’(). 
4.8. Defiaitions. (1) Let & be a set of sorts. We define its derived set of sorts t?(d) as 
.PP x &$I. 
(2) Let F be an d-sorted signature. We define a &+sorted signature called the 
derived sigtzature of 15’ and denoted by a(F). It contains the following symbols: 
(a) each f in F with arity w (in d*) and sor’t s (in J@ will be a symbol of a(F) with 
arity ,q (i-e, f will be a constant in a(F)) and sort (w, s) (in a(&)); 
(b) nr for each BS in &’ and 1 s i s 1 w 1 will be a constant iE a(F) of sort (w, Wi) 
(where wi is the ith leftmost symbol of w); 
(c) For each s in &, each v in &+, each w in & * we shall have in a(F) the following 
function symbols: 
-abst(,,,3 of arity (E, J) and of sort (w, s), 
- com~p(~,~, of arity (v, s)(w, VI) . . . tw, v,) and of sort (w, s) (where v = 2111.12 . . . vm 
for some VI,. . . t vm in .&). 
(3) Any F-magma D can be made canonical!y into a a(F)-magma that we shall 
denote by a(D), Let D=((DS),,,, (f&F). We define a(D) as follows: 
- NV,,,,, = [U, + D,] where D, denotes D,, x l l l x D,, if w = w1w2... w, for 
some wa, ~2,. . . , wn in A If w = E, I3, denotes any one-element set and [DE + DJ 
will be identified with DS. 
-fact, will be the element fD of [D, -+ DJ if d’(f) = w and cf( f) = s (with respect to 
F); 
- rr wiil also denote the ith pirojection function D,, x l l l x D,,, + D,, (it belongs to 
a(D)(W,,i,). The symbols &” will be called projection symbols. 
. 
- absl .(w,.4) wifl denote the abstraction, making a constant of sort s (in F) into a function 
of a(D),,,,,: 
abst(w,S,(d) =hdl, . . l , d, . d. 
(It is in [Dw, x l l 9 x D,+ + D,] for all d in D,.) The symbols abstc,,,, will be called 
a6strwck;bn symbols. 
- CWI&,~) will denote the composition of mappings: 
)(w,um) + a(w(w.s), 
;W.s)(f, gl, . . . :, gm) = h 
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(4) We know that the elements of .M(F, {yt, . . . , y& denote mappings Q,(3,11 x 
..nxD cT(yk) + Ds for all interpretation D. We shall compare M(F, {y l, . . . , yk )I, to 
WW-3) (a(Yl)...o(Y&),s)* In order to do so, for each w = MQ w2 l l l w,, in .&*, let us define 
a set of variables Yw = (yl,,,,, yz,,,,, . . . , y,,J such that yi.,,, has sort wi for all i in [n]. 
And Y,? = 0. We shall frequently use yi instead of Y~,~. Let us make M ;F, Y) = 
WV?9 Jr’ w s (w,s)Ea(~) into a a(P)-magma as follows: ) ) 
- its carrier of sort (w, s) will be M(F, Yw)s, 
- each f in F of sort (IV, .T) (in a(&)) will be interpreted by the element 
f(Yl, y2, l l l 9 Y,) of MF, Ws, 
- each projection symbol nw will be interpreteld by the element y, of M(S9 IL),,.,, 
- each abstraction symbol abst (w,s) will be interpreted by the inclusion mapping of 
M(F), into M(F, Yw)S, 
- each composition symbol camp;,,,, will be interpreted by the substitution operall:or 
denoted Suby, such that: 
SubYU (t, ~1, . . . , cl,\) = t[u~/v~, s l l , U&J,] for t in M(F, I$.& ui in M(F, Y,& 
This a(F)-magma will be denoted by der-M(F). 
Remark. There exists a canonical injective homomorphism: 
der-M(F) + a(M(F)) 
which maps t in M(:!?, Yt& to Aul, . . . , un. Sub&, u 1, . . . , u,) ancl t in M(F, Y, )‘< .-= 
M(F)s to itself. 
This injecr;ion is not an isomorphism except in some trivial cases. 
(5) The canonical a(F)-homomorphism: M@(F)) + der-M’(F) will deserve a 
special notation beta (instead of the cumbersome evalder_M(FJ. 
It is defined as follows (by a primitive recursive scheme): 
(a) beta(f) ==fin, . . . 9 Y,) (where iv,,. .,. 9 y,l= Y,d, 
(b) beta = yi (yi abbreviates Y~,~), 
(c) beta(abstCw,&)) = beta(t) for all t in A4(8(F)),,,,j, 
(d) bWcompl’w & h, . . . 9 t,,,) = SubyJbleta(t), beta( . . . , beta&)). 
IPue to clause (d); the operation bets is very close to the @-conversion in 
A-calculus. Whence the name. Let us recall that there is a unique &F)-homonlor- 
phism: der-M(F) into a(D), that we know as deropD. For Al (w, s) in a(&) there exists 
a unique mapping: 
deropD : M(F, Yw)s + [D, + D,] 4 
which sends yi to the ith projection (and satisfies some other obvious conditions). 
Xhe folio wing diagram commutes : 
WNFN beta er-M(F) 
\ --<-_3 
\ / 
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Proof. ewl,,~, and derop&eta are two homomorphisms M@(F)) + a(D); hence 
they must coincide. 
The following proposition shows that beta is surjective and Example 4.1 l(2) below 
that it is not injective. 
4.10. htq~osith3a, T’lzere exists a mapping ateb : der-M(F) + M@(F)) such that 
betwateb is the identity on der-M(F). 
Proof. Let ateb: M(F, lQs + M(i3(F))i,,,b be defined as follows: 
rrteb( yi) = ~7, 
trteb(f) = abst(,,,,(f) (if f is a constant of sort .r), 
at/eb(f(tl, l . . , tn)) = ~ornp~~.,)(f, ateb(tl), . . . 9 aWt,,)) 
(if a(f, = zi and cl-(f) = s), 
Th!: property betaoateb = id &-M(F) is provable by structural induction (see (2.4)). 
4.11. Examples. (1) Let f E F be of arity w and of sort S. Let g be of arity v and of 
sort ~2. Let YV, =(yr, y2, ~3) and YC ={y;, ~$1. The e&lent of M@(F)) associated 
by ateb with f(yl, g(y2, y3), yr) is shown in Fig. 4.1. We denote 7~: by vi. The sub- 
and superscripts of the two operators camp have been omitted. 
Fig. 4.1 
(2) Lzt t = colf~p;yw,~)(~1,7~2,~~,~~) where w = sss with s in d and ni denotes &“. 
Then 
eta(t) = ubyw (beta( 
= Suby,(yl, ~2, ~39 VI) 
ence 
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This shows that beta is not injective and cannot be an isomorphism. Note that 
ateb(beta(t)) = m2 # t. 
We shall investigate primitive recursive schemes of type (P, a(F)). l3y applying 
beta to both hand sides of a p.r. scheme of type (P, a(F)) didl obtain a ~.r. scheme of 
type (P, F) with parameters. 
4.12. Definition. A primitive recursive scheme of type (P, F) with parameters .C is 
defined by the following items: 
(1) a finite (N w &)-signature @ called the set of function variables; each Q in @ 
has an aritya!(rp) in&&* (of the form ,,B(+‘(p) with p(p) inN and a:‘(&~ in J@) and 
a sort u(~,. ) in &; 
(2) an d-sorted set of variables Y called parameters; 
(3) for each p in P and each p in @ such that p (cp) = a(g), a defining equation C,,, 
of th.e form 
dph, * l l , xn), y1.. . l , y,) = 7 (4.12.1) 
for some 7 in M(Fu @, {x1, . . . , xn9 yr, , . . , Y,~})~(~), for d.istinct xi’s in X, some 
distinct variables yr , . . . , y,,, in Y. We also assume that the left-hand side of such 
an equation is well typed, i.e. belongs to M(P u CD, {xl, . . . , x,,, ~1, . . . , y,v, 1). 
An interpretation is an F-magma D. 
We shall now define the solutions of C in an interpretation = ((DS)SE.& (fdfd4* 
(It is certainly obvious for the reader what a solution is but we shall need a formal 
definition for the proofs.) 
Let us consider a family of functions ((p&G such that <F’ E 
[M(%(cp) x%,1 +DCicp)J for all cp in @. Note that Qi u PUS is an (Nu &- 
signature. 
Let M(P)@D be the (14, u P uF)-magma defined in ‘an obvious way with in 
particular p~(p)of) = @ for all q in @. We shall have a mapping: 
with v = a( . . . a(~,) in N* and w = am . . . cr(y,) in &‘*. We shall 
say that (@jcpEe is a solution of2 in if for all equation c = 7’ of E we have 
or in simpler words, if the functions (p (which have been assumed to be of appropriate 
types) satisfy the equations of .E. As announced previously, we shall associate a p.r. 
scheme of type (P, F) with parameters with a p.r, scheme of type (P, a(F)), by 
eta to all equations of the farmer scheme. 
variables. 
c Let 2 be a p.r. scheme of type (P, a(F)) with a se’t CD sf function 
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Let Bdc = {q* 1 cp E a}. We make @+ into an (N u &)-sorted signature by defining: 
if 
CY(Q) = s” (in N) and ~((9) = (w, s) (in a(&)). 
Let us extend beta into a mapping: 
M(@uPua(F),(xl,. . l , xn})(,,,,s)~M(~*uPclF,(xl,. . . ,x,ab Xv), 
by adding to clauses (LX) to (d) of Definition 4.8(s) the following one: 
(e) beta = (P& YI, . . . , y,) for all rp in @, all t in M(P, {XI, l l l , x,}),(,) and 
where {yr, . . . , y,) = Yw. 
Let us now define 2,: as the set of equations &cp*: 
associated with &,,* of the form 
44ph l . . , x, )) = 7. 
Note that the left-hand side of &,* is the image under beta of the left handside of 
Z,,. Hence 2, is ckarly a primitive recursive scheme of type (P, F) with parameters. 
Conversely any p.r. scheme of type (P, F) with parameters is of the form 2, for 
some p.r. scheme of type (P, a(F)) up to a renaming of the parameters. This is an easy 
application of Proposition 4.10. 
We shall now compare the solution of .C with the solution of Z*. We shall use a 
mapping Curry which transforms a function f : D + CD’-, D”] into the corresponding 
mapping: D x D’-, D”. (A more precise notation would be Curr~~,Ds,~~# but we shall 
not use it.) 
4.1.4. Proposition. The mapping Curry defines a bijectian between the solutions of a 
p.r. scheme of type (P, a(F)) C and the solutions of &. More precisely, for any solution 
(4s) ), then (CurryG ))cp*E G* is a solution of 2, and any soktion of 2, in 
II is of rhis form. 
Proof. Let us consider an equation of C written in t%e form u = 7 where v and 3~ 
belong to M(@uPu a(F), {xl,. . . , x,)). Since (@)+@ is a solution we have 
deropMcPmarix(a) = deropM(pma(&). 
To this equation c esponds the equation 
amounts to saying that 
ut this follows from the com- 
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mutativity of the diagram: 
M(@uPua(F),{xl,. . . ,~,))(,,,,.belnM(~*ypu~I~1,. . . rdu ywh 
[M(P), i [D, -+ D'J]~ly-[M(P)0 x D, + D:] 
wlxrc v denotes o(x&(x2) . ., . a(.~,) (in J*). The proof of this last fact is left to the 
reader. 
With Proposition 4.2 we get immediately. 
4.15. Corollary. A primitive recursive scheme with parameters has ~2 unique solution 
in ail interpretations. 
We shall denote by cpD the component of the unique solution in associated with 
the function variable Q. 
4.16. Symbolic evaluation 
Let us consider a p.i. scheme of typle (p, F) with parameters. Without loss of 
generality we can assume it to be & for some p.r. scheme of type (P, a(F)), without 
parameters. For each function variable Q* of @* we can define 
V*F = beta o @+(FJa 
Hence Q*F is a mapping: M(P;,,,, + tier-M(F), more precisely of M(P),,,, + 
M(6;5 Y& where CT(Q) = (w, s). 
Remark. Note that der-MfF) is not a(D) for any interpretation D hence that (P:+F 
is not the function defined by Q for some interpretation, as was (PF in the case 
of a p.r. scheme (without parameuxs). 
The equivalence of p.r. schemes (denoted by = ) can be defined in an obvious way 
and we get the following proposition, fully analogous to (4.4), where q* and -,& are 
function variables of p.r. schemes & and $ of type (B: F) with parameters. 01 
course, we assume that Q* and Q: are of sk?me Sort and arity. 
roblem. WC are left with the open problem of deciding tne equivalence of QJ. 
schemes with parameters. We have a characterization of the tree transductions 
Y~#FF : MP)s + WF, Ws 
where a(~,)= SW and v(Q,)==s 
associated with p.r. schemes wi .h parameters. Since f&F = 
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4.19, Propositfon. The class of tee transductions associated with primitive recursive 
schemes with parameters coincides with beta0 DT = {betaocp 1 (B E DT). 
This class is any way difficult tc s??ldy. It is quite difficult to say that some 
tree-transduction belongs or does not belong to it. 
We shall conclude by sholwing that p*lcF can be computed by a tree rewriting system 
(as 4pF in Proposition 4.6). 
Let C be a px scheme of type (P, a(F)), considered as a tree rewriting system 
defining + 2 on M( @ u P [J il(F )) as in (4.6). 
Let +b,x* be the rewriting relation associated with & exactly as +x was associated 
with C. This is a relation on M(@ LIP u F, Y) where Y is the union of the Y,‘s. 
4.20. Lemma. I’ t + g t’, then beta(t) + g, beta( t’). 
4.21. Proposition. Every element of M(@ v P v F, Y,,JS has a unique normal form 
nfz,( t) wit:1 respect o & and nfx,( t) = beta(nfs(ateb( t))). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.20, t -*g* t’ = beta(nfx(ateb(t))) and the tree t’ has no occur- 
rence of any rp* since nfz(ateb(t)) has no occurrence of any cp (cf. (4.5)). Hence t’ is a 
normal form of t. On the olther hand, + p* has no critical pair (Huet [Ml) hence is 
confluent. Hence every t in A&@ u P u F, Y) 3as at most one normal form. Finalkjr, 
every such tree has a unique normal form: nfr, (t) = beta(nfx(ateb(t))). 
4.22. Corollary. LetC be a pt. scheme with parameters of type (P, F) and Q a function 
variable. For all t in M(P&,,, we have QF(t) = nf&(t, yl WP l l l , Y~,~)) with w = 
@‘(Q 1. 
Computation in tree rewriting systems as those associated with p.r. schemes with 
parameters has been investigated by Huet and L&y [X6]. 
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